Dear Parents, please discuss the information on these pages with your children and make sure that they have

understood the concept. The grey Workbook pages should be completed by the children as independently as possible
and will be checked by their teacher. Please read any instructions carefully to know how to answer specific questions.

LO: To be able to read and interpret a picture graph with a scale
1:2.
Please check this video to better understand how to work with tally charts.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-pEA3w8SQws

Please check this video to better understand how to work with picture graph
with a scale 1: 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jQebOOB-aps

5 or fewer

more than 5

Remember, when finding out how many more or h
 ow many less, you
need to do a subtraction calculation with the 2 groups that you are
comparing. For example, if I want to know how many more tigers
than giraffes, I would do 10 - 4 = 6 so
There are 6 more tigers than giraffes.

a)
b)
c)
d)

The three children won _____ prizes together.
________ won the most prizes.
________ won the least prizes.
Ravi won _______ prizes.

The pictogram shows
the number of children
in 4 teams.
Look at the pictogram and fill
in the blanks.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

There are _______ children in Team A.
Team ______ has the most children.
Team ________ has the least number of children.
There are ________ more children in Team B than in Team C.
There are _______ children altogether in both Team A and Team D.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Sam and Lulu made _________ paper aeroplanes altogether.
___________ made the most paper aeroplanes.
___________ made the least number of paper aeroplanes.
Sam made _________ more paper aeroplanes than Lulu.
Ruby made _________ fewer paper aeroplanes than Charles.
________ made as many paper aeroplanes as _________________.

The pictogram shows
the favourite food for
pupils in a class.

Look at the pictogram and fill
in the blanks.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

_________ pupils choose pizza as their favourite food.
_________ more pupils choose pasta than chicken curry as their favourite food.
_________ is the favourite food.
_________ is the least favourite food.
There are _______ pupils in the class.

Challenge:

